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Instant Access To Relevant
Market Data
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The CandleBox feature allows users to
instantly view price data, indicator data,
candlestick formations, CandleVision
Flags and the BLM Technical Indicator
results simply by moving the mouse
pointer over any chart.
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Eloquent Candlestick Charts
Quickly and easily chart any Equity,
Commodity, Index or Mutual Fund in
Candlestick or bar chart form. Chart
Tabs and WorkSpaces allow users to
configure multiple desktops of charts for
better organization and ease of use.
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Quickly learn to understand and trade
using Japanese Candlesticks and
specialized Break-Out systems with
“Flash-Card” type interactive analysis.
Provides detailed pattern descriptions,
titles, proper actions, stop placement
levels and color-coded pattern
signals. Simply double-click on any
candle to start learning and trading with
the PFP programs.

Simple, Organized User-Interface
Enhanced menus, speed buttons,
hot-keys and pop-up menus provide
for greater ease of use. Now, users can
access the PFP’s features through four
unique user-interfaces. Everything is
clearly organized and structured.

Interactive Pattern Recognition
and “Flash-Card’ Training
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CandleWatch and CandleVision
Super fast CandleWatch and
CandleVision scans allow users to
manage large amounts of data easily.
The CandleWatch feature scans
unlimited charts for current trading
signals while the CandleVision feature
back-tests single charts for historical
trading signals. Both these features
provide detailed sorting and reporting
capabilities. (Only Available in the PFP
2.0 Program)
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Sort, Query and Report with the
Watch/Vision Table
Imagine, finding any pattern in any
market instantly, or finding all the Buy
Signals in hundreds of charts instanltly
with the Watch/Vision Table. Next,
apply custom Queries based on Price
or Indicator values, then Sort and
Report the results of your search.
Super-powerful, super-fast tools for
professional investors. (Only Available
in the PFP 2.0 Program)
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Detailed Information Right At
Your Fingertips
Instant access to detailed market
analysis, chart settings, library settings,
technical indicator settings and much,
much more. Not “just a charting
tool”, the PFP program provides all the
advanced features and detailed pattern
recognition you need to profit from the
markets - at prices you won’t believe.
Find out why our users “Swear” by it.

Intelligent Investment Analysis Tools
From Matheny Enterprises
markets. The
combination of
developing the world’s finest Japanese
Japanese CandleCandlestick analysis and trading tool.
sticks and these
We never lost focus of the fundamental
specialized libraries
teachings of the Japanese Candlestick
technique and have attempted to replicate makes the PFP
the theory within the analysis capabilities program unstoppable.
of our software applications.

Over the past Decade we have been

Specialized
Libraries
Include...

The difficulty in developing these
applications was the fact that they must
be able to not only properly identify the
patterns, but also teach the users how to
recognize and trade these patterns. The
result is a continually evolving intelligent
investment analysis tool with a pattern
library of over 1100 patterns that teaches
users to understand and trade using
Our Users Comments
The biggest bang for the buck of
any software product I have ever
used
N. Thalheim
Your programme is by far the best
and I continue to point this out
to other traders
R.M.
I enjoy the program trememdously
J. Dniccu
It has become invaluable to me.
I use it everyday.
E. Caruth

Candlesticks. Using the time-tested
“Flash-Card” teaching theory, users
quickly and easily learn the advanced
techniques of the PFP programs.

Throughout the development of the PFP
applications, new specialized trading
systems were developed to compliment
the Japanese Candlestick technique.
These techniques have become very
popular with my users as they are easy
to understand and very effective in the

More For Less
Automated Pattern Recognition
1100+ Japanese Candlestick & Proprietary Patterns
Automated Filtering of Western Indicators
Generates Detailed Buy & Sell Signals
Super-Fast Scans of Charts For Patterns
On-Screen Visual Buy/Sell Indicators
Historical Scanning & Backtesting
Fantastic Interactive Teaching & Trading Tool
150+ Page On-line Users Manual
Reads Most Common Data File Types

=

G. Strubbe TC/BR System
T. DeMark Sequential Theory
= T. Hikita Candlestick Library
= F. Tam Candlestick Library
= ASL Break-Out System Library
= BLM Technical Indicator Library
= BLAM Break-Out System Library
= Fractal System Library
= Bollinger Band Library
=

Professional traders need a software
application that can handle an unlimited
number of charts and quickly scan or
back-test charts for trading signals.
These requirements are fulfilled with the
CandleWatch and CandleVision features
Reads The Following
Datafile Types
Advanced GET
Primate
AIQ
Prophet
ASCII Files
SuperCharts
Aspen Graphics
TC2000
Metastock
Telescan
MSO Data
Trader’s Access
& More...

- which provide fast and effective
scanning and reporting of price patterns
spanning an unlimited number of charts.
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33332 Nottingham Way, Unit C
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Beyond all of the analysis features of the
PFP program are the charting features.
The PFP program provides eloquent
Candlestick and bar charts as well as
customizing & plotting of common
Western technical indicators. The PFP
programs also include a “virtual desktop” feature called WorkSpaces - where
users can define multiple Chart Tabs and
place multiple charts onto the Chart
Tabs. The result is a truly interactive
and effective means of managing large
number of charts easily and quickly.
As you can imagine, we are very proud
of our advanced applications - and
believe you will honestly be amazed at
the interpretative abilities of the PFP
programs. We invite you to “see for
yourself” what my applications can do
for your trading.

You can get started for as little as $25
per month (for the PFP 2.0), or a $149
purchase (for the PFP 1.0). Experienced
or novice traders will benefit from using
the PFP applications. In most cases, a
single profitable trade will more than pay
for your purchase of the PFP program.

